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Trainings for the data collection and data codification for the second batch of the
second snapshot has been organized the 7th of June 2022.
Batch 2 of the second snapshot can therefore be considered as officially launched.
Meeting minutes from the trainings on the 7th of June can be found below.
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Important documents
You will find all the important documents on the Best-ReMaP intranet:
 Template excel: WP5\WORKING DOCUMENTS\Files\Data
collections\21_11_03_Update_Template for data collection_BestRemap.xslx
 Presentation of the training for data collection: WP5\MEETING DOCUMENTS\ BestReMaP WP5 training T+1 batch 2 07_06_2022\ 2022_06_07_Bestremap WP5 T+1 batch 2
Training – Presentation.pdf
 Quiz questions and answers: WP5\MEETING DOCUMENTS\ Best-ReMaP WP5 training T+1
batch 2 07_06_2022\ 2022_06_07_Bestremap WP5 T+1 batch 2 Training – Quizz.pdf
 Recording of the meeting : WP5\MEETING DOCUMENTS\ Best-ReMaP WP5 training T+1
batch 2 07_06_2022\Best-ReMaP WP5 - Training for data collection T+1 - batch 2 (task
5.4.2).mp4
 Guidelines for classification: WP5\WORKING DOCUMENTS\Files\Data collections

Training for data collection and encoding (task 5.4.2)
Questions/remarks
Lea Raztresen asked
how many people
should
be
taking
pictures in stores in
order to complete the
data collection within
one month
Iben
Kristensen
wondered if collecting
only national brand
and retailer brand
products was meaning
excluding international
brands
from
the
collection
Camilla
Berggreen
asked for specification
about the difference
between
national
brands and retailer
brands.

Anses answer
Two people collecting data is sufficient to manage the data collection within one
month. It is better to have two people for collecting because it is sometimes
necessary to hold products in order to be able to take pictures

The type of brand “National brand” includes national brands and international
brands (in opposition to retailer brands). For example, Coca Cola products should
be collected as national brand, although this is obviously an international brand

More details were given during the presentation.
But shortly, retailers brands are the brands owned and sold by retailers. For
example, the type of brand for products sold under the brand "carrefour" or
"tesco" is retailer brand. "Lidl" products will be considered with the type "hard
discount" as "Lidl" is a hard discount shop

Also, she inquired
about what was meant
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by ‘first price private Products from ‘first price private labels’ are basic, discount products sold under
label’
retailer brands. Usually, the packaging is very basic, without color or pictures and
the name frequently includes words like ‘discount’, ‘eco’, etc.
As soft discounters are still considered as discounters, we would recommend to
Sanne
Nielsen
attribute the type of brand ‘hard discount’ to the products collected there (rather
explained that in
than retailer brand).
Denmark, many soft
discounters have their
own private label
brands
and
she
wondered how these
products should be
considered
(retailer
brand
or
hard
discount)
No, front of pack labels have their own field of codification in the template
Sanne
Nielsen
wondered if the front
of pack labeling is
included
in
the
‘Commercial
name’
field
Our major concern is that this logo isn’t used on all the food categories that will be
Iben
Kristensen
collected (for example Delicatessen meats or Soft drinks are not concerned by this
proposed to include
logo). The idea in the monitoring of front of pack labels is to follow logos that will
the Danish Whole
be applied to all categories of products. This is the case for the Nutriscore, Traffic
Grain Logo into the
Light and all the other logos that have been taken into account.
monitored front of
pack labels. Sanne
Nielsen added that this
We have validated the list of official logos to be included with the participating
logo has requirements
countries and the JRC at the beginning of the project
for salt, sugars, fat,
fibres and wholegrain
No calculation should be made to complete the template of data collection. Only
Eleftheria
information indicated on the product packaging should be entered in the
Papachristou asked if it
template. Also, the number of units does not necessarily represent the number of
is possible to calculate
portions in a product, so it is better not to make this calculation.
the number of units by
using the portion size
and the net weight,
even if it is not clearly
indicated
on
the
package
In the same way as previously, nothing should be counted, only information
Camilla
Berggreen
indicated on the products packaging should be entered in the template. When the
wondered also how to
number of units is not indicated precisely on the product, you leave this field blank.
handle the number of
units when it is not
indicated
on
the
product and she asked
if it should be counted
(count the number of
slices for sliced ham for
example)
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